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Abstract—Designing effective image priors is of great interest
to image super-resolution, which is a severely under-determined
problem. An edge smoothness prior is favored since it is able to
suppress the jagged edge artifact effectively. However, for soft
image edges with gradual intensity transitions, it is generally
difficult to obtain analytical forms for evaluating their smoothness. This paper characterizes soft edge smoothness based on a
novel SoftCuts metric by generalizing the Geocuts method [1].
The proposed soft edge smoothness measure can approximate
the average length of all level lines in an intensity image. Thus
the total length of all level lines can be minimized effectively by
integrating this new form of prior. In addition, this paper presents
a novel combination of this soft edge smoothness prior and the
alpha matting technique for color image super-resolution, by
adaptively normalizing image edges according to their α-channel
description. This leads to the adaptive SoftCuts algorithm, which
represents a unified treatment of edges with different contrasts
and scales. Experimental results are presented which demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Index Terms—SoftCuts, super-resolution, edge smoothness, αchannel description.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

MAGE super-resolution (SR) [2] is the problem of recovering high resolution (HR) images from low resolution (LR)
inputs. This problem is of great practical interest, especially
to video communication, object recognition, HDTV, image
compression, etc. This is a very challenging task, especially
when only one single low resolution input image is available
(see for example [3]), as is very often the case. This paper
mainly focuses on this case.
In theory, the generation process of low resolution images
can be characterized by smoothing and down-sampling the
high resolution scenes with low-quality image sensors. Recovering the original high resolution image from low resolution
inputs is an inverse process. One intuitive approach to address
this inverse problem is to minimize the reconstruction error,
which is defined as the difference between the observation
and the result obtained by putting the recovered HR image
through the same generation process. In other words, the result
which can produce the closed low resolution image to the
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observed one is preferred. Such a reconstruction error can be
efficiently optimized by the back-projection method [4] in an
iterative way. However, researchers have found that the superresolution problem is essentially under-determined [5], [6].
Given the LR input or inputs, there might be multiple solutions
that can minimize the reconstruction error. Thus, by simply
minimizing the reconstruction error, the result may converge
to an unsatisfying solution. To overcome this difficulty, it is
necessary to regularize the under-determined inverse problem
by incorporating effective image priors.
Simple interpolation-based methods, such as bilinear or
bicubic interpolation tend to produce high resolution images
with jagged edges, which is also a common artifacts for many
super-resolution algorithms. This observation motivates us to
design an edge smoothness prior that favors an HR image with
smooth edges. In addition, this prior is also consistent with
human perception. However, designing and incorporating an
effective edge smoothness prior is a very challenging task due
to the following two main difficulties in practice:
1. It is very difficult to quantitatively characterize the
smoothness of an edge, especially for edges in natural images.
In most real situations, an image edge exhibits a gradual
intensity transition, which is in general much more complex
than a simple geometric curve. In this paper, we refer to
such an edge as a soft edge (see Fig. 1(b) for an example),
as opposed to a hard edge, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Working
with soft edges poses an extra difficulty in measuring and
quantifying the edge smoothness in an analytical form.
2. Color image edges are determined by the information
from all three color channels simultaneously. Besides, edges in
natural images exhibit a large variation with different contrasts
and scales. How to explore the 3D color information and treat
those various edges in a unified way is of great importance to
color image SR.
This paper is mainly focused on addressing the above two
issues. The main contributions are as follows:
1. To measure and quantify the edge smoothness, we
introduce the Geocuts method [1], which can approximate the
Euclidean length of a hard edge with a cut metric on the
image grid. More importantly, in order to handle soft edges,
we propose an extension of the SoftCuts method based on a
soft edge cut metric, which can measure the smoothness of
soft edges in an intensity image. This extension is significant
because it leads to a new analytical form for the soft edge
smoothness prior. The new smoothness measure is used to
regularize the objective function of the SR task, and produce
impressive results. This metric also has a nice geometric
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Fig. 1.
Examples of (a) hard edge, (b) soft edge, and (c) level lines
(boundaries between different intensities) for (b) with quantization step size
equal to 64 on image intensities.

property, since it approximates the average length of all level
lines in the intensity image, where a level line represents the
boundary between pixels with intensities smaller and larger
than a given value (an example is shown in Fig. 1(c)).
2. To handle various edges in color images, a novel image
representation scheme is proposed based on the alpha matting
technique from the computer graphics literature. We transform
the problem of color edge super-resolution to a combination of
alpha matting decomposition and α-channel super-resolution.
This makes possible the application of the soft edge smoothness prior to natural color images.
3. To process the entire image in a unified way, an adaptive
strategy is further proposed to utilize the SoftCuts for all
image edges simultaneously by using an α-channel image
description obtained with a multiple layer image matting
decomposition method [7]. Due to this decomposition, the
SoftCuts regularization term for different edges is normalized,
such that the smoothness measure of all level lines in the α
channel has the same weight.
The proposed SR algorithm has the following benefits:
(1) Due to the geometry property of the proposed SoftCuts
measure, the length of all image level lines can be minimized
simultaneously for the super-resolution task. Thus, results with
smooth edges can be obtained. In the mean time, the edgepreserving property of the proposed prior term can also make
the resulting edges have sharp transitions. (2) All three color
channels are utilized simultaneously with the α-channel SR
scheme, and the adaptive strategy provides a unified treatment
of edges with different contrasts and scales.
In this paper, the related work is summarized in Sec. II. The
SoftCuts method is proposed in Sec. III, and the geometric
explanation is presented. This SoftCuts metric can be used as
a regularization term in the super-resolution problem to favor
soft smooth edges. To make use of this term adaptively, we
first introduce the α-channel edge/image description method
in Sec. IV. Based on that, an adaptation scheme is derived
in Sec. V, which applies the SoftCuts regularization term with
the same weight on different edge transitions. Experiments are
shown in Sec. VI and Sec. VII concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED WORK
Due to the under-determined nature of the super-resolution
problem, an image prior needs to be utilized to regularize the
restoration process. Extensive work has been done on superresolution given multiple LR images [2], [4], [8], [9]. The
prior term (or image regularization term) in these works could
also be applied to the single image SR problem directly. So
in this section, we will also review the methods used when

multiple LR images are available. In general, having multiple
LR input images imposes more constraints on the likelihood
term (or image fidelity term). Thus, it is argued that the use of
an effective image prior is even more critical for single image
SR.
Existing works on the use of image priors for superresolution tasks can be placed into two categories: priors from
image modeling and priors from learning.
In the first case, based on the observation that neighboring pixels tend to have the same color, the image smoothness prior is widely explored, such as in various filtering
or interpolation algorithms (e.g., bilinear and bicubic interpolation). Such methods usually produce blurry images,
since the image edges are also smoothed. Edge-preserving
regularization terms [9], [10], [11] are designed to address
the over-smoothness problem at image boundaries. In [9],
the bilateral prior is used for single channel images. The
high order neighborhood is also investigated in this work,
but from a different perspective from ours. This work is
extended to color images [12] by optimizing a multi-term cost
function, which is a combination of regularization terms on
illuminance and chrominance. In [10], the sparse derivative
prior is applied, which can preserve sharp edges by modeling
the image derivative with a heavy-tailed distribution, instead
of traditional Gaussian distribution. In [11], a TV prior is
used along with a variational approximation for obtaining the
solution. Another popular approach is using edge directed
interpolation [13], [14], [15], which is trying to infer sub-pixel
edges positions, to further prevent cross-edge interpolation.
Locating the edge position with high precision is of great
importance for those methods. Another common observable
artifact of super-resolution algorithms is the jagged edge effect.
It is reasonable to assume an edge smoothness prior without
any other prior knowledge on the image. This prior is also
consistent with human perception, which seems to also favor
smooth curves in natural images. Based on this assumption,
a lot of algorithms have been proposed to obtain smooth
edges. Various techniques are investigated in the literature to
obtain smooth image boundaries, such as Level-set [16], multiscale tensor voting [17], and Snake-based vectorization [18]
techniques.
Instead of modeling the image prior explicitly, many researchers try to learn the prior from natural images, especially
by learning from image exemplars directly. One common way
is to infer the missing high frequency information for the
HR images for each position based on the middle frequency
information. This approach is adopted in [19] for the image
restoration problem. The Markov Random Fields model [20],
[21], [22] usually is utilized to enforce spatial consistency.
Extension of this research direction includes video SR [23]
and learning from domain-specific exemplars [24]. In such
methods, two key problems usually need to be addressed. The
first is how to search HR candidate patches efficiently. Locality
Sensitive Hashing [25] and KD-tree [24] are applied to speed
up the searching. The second is how to solve the optimization
problem efficiently. Belief propagation can be used, and the
image primal sketch [26] method can simplify the problem to
a chain structure. Other learning algorithms can also be used
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to infer the high frequency information, such as locally linear
embedding [27].
This work is an extension of the authors’ previous work on
α-channel edge super-resolution [28]. This paper represents
a more detailed and comprehensive treatment of the topic,
and introduces the local adaptive scheme under the framework
of α-channel super-resolution, in order to enable a unified
treatment of the entire image.
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Fig. 2. Neighborhood system for nG = 2, 4 (left) and nG = 12 (right, only
the neighbors on the upper plane are shown).

III. S OFT EDGE SMOOTHNESS PRIOR
In this section, we first review the Geocuts method which
is designed for image segmentation tasks, and then present
our work of the SoftCuts method for measuring the soft edge
smoothness.
A. Geocuts
Our work is partially motivated by the Geocuts method [1],
which is briefly summarized in this section.
The basic idea of Geocuts is to use a cut metric to approximate the Euclidean length of a curve. The cut metric is defined
on the image grid graph, with edges connecting pixels in a
large neighborhood system, and proper edge weights. Since
such a cut metric has an analytic form, the smooth hard edges
can be obtained by minimizing this metric.
More formally, the weighted grid-graph G = hV, Ei is
designed in the following way. V is the set of all discretized
image pixel positions. The edge set E is defined according
to the neighborhood system represented by a set of vectors
{ek | 1 ≤ k ≤ nG }, where nG is the neighborhood order,
and the ek ’s are chosen as the relative position (taking integer
values as its components, and the unit is the grid interval) of
the nearest nG neighbors with different directions. They are
ordered by their corresponding angle φk w.r.t. the +x axis,
such that 0 ≤ φ1 < φ2 < ... < φnG < π. For example, when
nG = 4, we have e1 = (1, 0), e2 = (1, 1), e3 = (0, 1), and
e4 = (−1, 1). The set of pixel pairs with relative position ek
G
is denoted by Nk , assuming that N = ∪nk=1
Nk . All pixel
pairs with relative position inside the set N are connected by
edges. Figure 2 shows some example neighborhood systems.
After defining the edges, the edge weights corresponding to
Nk are defined as
δ 2 ∆φk
,
(1)
wk =
2|ek |
where ∆φk = φk+1 − φk (set φnG +1 = π), and δ is the size
of the grid interval.
Given the weighted grid-graph G and a curve C in R2
overlayed on G, we denote by EC the set of edges intersecting
this curve. The cut metric of C is defined as
X
|C|G =
we ,
(2)
e∈EC

where we is the weight for edge e. In another words, |C|G
is the summation of the weights of all edges intersecting
C. Denoting by |C|E the Euclidean length of curve C, the
following theorem is derived in [1]:

Theorem 1: If C is a continuously differentiable regular
curve in R2 intersecting each straight line a finite number of
times then
|C|G → |C|E
as δ, supk |∆φk |, and supk |ek | go to zero [1].
Theorem 1 means that the length of a curve can be approximated by its cut metric on a weighted image grid graph.
It is derived from the Cauchy-Crofton formula in Integral
Geometry, which relates the Euclidean length of a curve with
the expectation of the number of intersections with a random
line. This expectation is further approximated by the cut metric
defined in Eqn. 2 with the image grid graph and appropriately
chosen edge weights. Roughly speaking, the approximation
error converges to zero as the grid size goes to zero and a larger
neighborhood is considered. This method can be generalized to
3D and arbitrary Riemannian metric. The global minimum of
the cut metric can be obtained in a close-to-linear time by the
Graph Cuts method [29], [30]. As its name suggests, Geocuts
reveals the underlining relationship between two well-known
segmentation algorithms, i.e., Geodesic active contours and
Graph Cuts. Geocuts also provides a principled way to choose
the edge weights for using higher order neighborhoods.
By integrating the cut metric into an objective function,
the hard edge smoothness prior can be added. Curves with
smaller Euclidean length are preferred by minimizing such an
objective function, thus smooth curves are obtained.
B. SoftCuts for smoothness measure of soft edges
Now, we present the proposed SoftCuts method as a generalization of the Geocuts method.
A cut metric can be defined on any set of disjoint closed
curves C, or equivalently, a binary valued characteristic function χC on R2 which equals 1 inside C, and 0 otherwise.
Geocuts is only applicable to a binary valued function χC
on the image plane. To handle soft edges, which are gradual
transitions in an intensity image, we first rewrite the definition
of the cut metric in Eqn. 2 w.r.t. curve C (or equivalently,
function χC ) as follows
|C|G

= |χC |G
X
=
1≤k≤nG

(3)
wk

X

|χC
p

−

χC
q |



,

(4)

(p,q)∈Nk

where p and q are pixel positions on the grid G; they are
used as subscripts to indicate the function value at that pixel
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for simplicity throughout this paper. We simplify the above
equation as
X
C
|C|G =
wpq |χC
(5)
p − χq |,
(p,q)∈N

where wpq is the weight for neighboring pixel pair (p, q),
which is determined by the relative position of p and q. In
other words, for (p, q) ∈ Nk , wpq = wk . Although Eqn. 5 is
equivalent to Eqn. 2, the former is easier to be generalized to
a real valued function S on R2 . We define the soft cut metric
for S w.r.t. the grid-graph G as follows
X
|S|G =
wpq |Sp − Sq |.
(6)
(p,q)∈N

Equation 6 takes the same form as Eqn. 5, with the only
difference that continuous values are allowed for S in Eqn. 6,
instead of binary value for χC in Eqn. 5.
By uniformly quantizing the function values with step n1 ,
S can be approximately by S d , which takes values from
{0, n1 , n2 , ..., 1}. The soft cut metric of S d can be similarly
defined by Eqn. 6, by replacing S with S d . Moreover, S d can
be equivalently described by a set of level lines l1 , l2 , ..., ln ,
where li is the boundary between regions with S d values that
S d < ni and S d ≥ ni in R2 . From Theorem 1, we know that
the length of li can be approximated by its cut metric |li |G .
Based on this, we have the following theorem (the proof is
given in Appendix A).
Theorem 2: Assume that S is a continuous differentiable
regular function on R2 , which ranges in [0, 1], and S d discretizes S with step n1 . Then the average length of all level
lines of S d w.r.t. n1 can be approximated by the soft cut metric
of S d , i.e.,
1 X
|S d |G →
|li |E
(7)
n
1≤i≤n

under the same conditions of Theorem. 1
Theorem 2 generalizes Theorem 1 to soft edges from hard
boundaries. It implies that by minimizing the soft cut metric
in Eqn. 6, the sum of lengths of discrete level lines can be
minimized. So adding this metric as a regularization term can
help us obtain results with smaller length of image level lines.
Thus the soft smoothness prior can be easily incorporated into
the SR objective function.
There are several related works in the literature. The levelset method [16] and multiple-scale tensor voting [17] has
been used to incorporate the edge smoothness prior. Image
gradient on a large neighborhood is also used in [9] as a
regularization term. Compared with these existing works, the
benefit of the proposed SoftCuts method is that we have an
explicit analytic term to characterize the edge smoothness,
with a specific geometric explanation. When nG = 2, Eqn. 6
becomes an approximation to the total variation (TV) regularization term [31], [32], [33], which is very powerful in edgepreserving image reconstruction.
IV. α CHANNEL IMAGE DECOMPOSITION
For a color image I, matting is the technique that separates
its foreground objects from the background. As the pixels on

the object boundary tend to be mixtures of both foreground and
background color components, the separation needs to be done
softly. A color image can be treated as a linear combination of
the foreground and background images. Specifically, for each
pixel p, we have
Ip = αp Fp + (1 − αp )Bp ,

(8)

where Ip , Fp , and Bp are the pixel color vectors of the input,
foreground, and background images, respectively, and αp ∈
[0, 1] determines the weights of the convex combination of
foreground and background at position p. Alpha matting tries
to recover F, B, and α simultaneously for each pixel, given
an input color image I. An example is shown in Fig. 3.
For a color image edge, if we consider the two sides of
this edge one as the foreground layer F and the other as
the background layer B, then the region close to this edge
can also be decomposed by alpha matting. Once having the
decomposition, instead of using the original pixel colors, we
use α to represent this edge, and refer to it as α-channel edge
description.
The idea of using the α-channel is attractive due to its
special properties as described next. First of all, the α-channel
provides a normalization of the edge, that is, they transition
from 0 to 1 between the two sides of the edge, instead
of a large range of possible values in the color channels.
More importantly, the α-channel actually preserves the edge
information in a single channel as we will see in Sec. V-C.
So it can be considered as a normalized version of the
image edge. In addition, using the α-channel can explore
the relationship among three color channels, and naturally
combine all color information from three channels. In fact,
color channels are closely related to each other. One example
is the linear color model [34], which means that the pixels
colors in a local image patch tend to form a line in the 3D
color space. Such information is totally ignored by methods
that process three color channels separately. The α-channel is
extracted in a way such that all color information is taken into
account simultaneously. Thus, the color channel relationship
information is implicitly integrated.
The idea of using the α-channel has been successfully
applied to image deblurring [35], [36], [37]. Matting is also
used in [17] to extract sub-pixel location of the curve for
super-resolution. A two color image prior, which in essence
very similar to the matting decomposition, is used in [38] for
demosaicing.
Given an input image I, solving for α, F, and B simultaneously is obviously an under-determined problem. Image priors
are needed to regularize the problem. One commonly used
prior is the image smoothness prior, which assumes local color
smoothness for both foreground and background. Figure 3
shows an example of a matting solution with this prior, where
we can clearly see that F and B are locally smooth along the
matting boundary, and α retains most of the edge information.
This smoothness prior is extended to the local linear color
model in [34]. Based on this assumption, a closed-form solution is derived. User interaction can be considered as another
kind of prior, where some pure foreground / background pixels
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Fig. 3. An example of the alpha matting technique: (a) input color image I, (b) human interaction specifying pure foreground and background pixels with
black and white strokes, (c) extracted α channel (white represents 1, and black represents 0), (d) foreground patch F, (e) background patch B.

Fig. 4. Multiple layer image representation. The top left image is the input,
the other five images represent the α value for the five layers.

all the properties of the α-channel edge description can be
directly applied to the α-channel image description scheme
in those regions. Although this property is not satisfied for
pixels corresponding to more than two layers, such pixels
only represent a very small percentage of the total number
of pixels [7]. Moreover, the α-channel image description
integrates the information of all image edges simultaneously,
instead of one single edge for the α-channel edge description.
This property makes the α-channel image description more
suitable since it enables a unified image processing solution,
as shown later in Sec. V-C.
V. SoftCuts FOR C OLOR IMAGE SUPER - RESOLUTION

are indicated manually by providing a trimap or using a brush
tool (Fig. 3(b)) [39].
Traditionally, the alpha matting technique decomposes an
input image into two components, i.e., a foreground layer
and a background layer. Very recently, the spectral matting
technique [7] was proposed to generalize this concept by
decomposing a color image into a linear combination of
multiple image layers as follows
I=

n
X

αi Li ,

(9)

i=1

where Li is the i-th image layer,
P αi is the corresponding
combination weight, satisfying
i αi = 1 for each pixel,
and n is the total number of layers. This method not only
enables multiple layer image representation, but also leads
to a fully automatic and unsupervised solution for αi by
the spectral clustering technique. Thus, human interaction
that specifies partial foreground or background pixels is not
necessary anymore. An example is shown in Fig. 4. Each
layer roughly corresponds to a homogeneous image region,
and the edge information is captured by at least one of those
α channels.
The definition of α-channel edge description can be easily extended to an α-channel image description as a =
(α1 , α2 , · · · , αn ), given the multiple-layered image decomposition. Similar to the α-channel edge description, image
edges in the α-channel image description are also normalized
in the range [0, 1] over one single channel. Pixels along the
border of two neighboring image layers have two non-zeros
components in their α-channel image description, and these
two values should sum up to 1 for each pixel. The α-channel
edge description and the α-channel image description contain
the same edge transition information for those pixels. Thus

In this section, we first apply the SoftCuts method directly
to single channel image super-resolution. Then we use the
SoftCuts on α channel to super-resolve color image edges.
Finally, the adaptive SoftCuts method is presented to process
the entire color image in a unified framework.
A. Single channel super-resolution by SoftCuts
Theoretically, the generation process of an LR image can
be modeled by the combination of various blurs, such as
atmospheric blur, motion blur, camera blur, out-of-focus blur,
and down-sampling. By combining the various blurs into a
single filter G for the entire image, the generation process of
a single channel LR image can be formulated as follows
I l = (I h ∗ G) ↓ +n,

(10)

where I h and I l represent the HR and LR single channel images respectively, G the impulse response of the blurring filter,
∗ the convolution operator, ↓ the down-sampling operator, and
n the additive noise.
We propose the SoftCuts method by utilizing the soft cut
metric for single channel SR as the regularization term. The
objective function is now defined as follows

I h = arg min ||I l − (I ∗ G) ↓ ||22 + λ|I|G ,
(11)
I

where the first term on the right side represents the fidelity
to the data, the second term represents our prior knowledge
about the original image defined by Eqn. 6, and λ is the
regularization parameter controlling the contribution of the two
terms.
While the l2 norm is used for the data fidelity term (stemming also from a Gaussian assumption for the noise term in a
stochastic formulation of the problem), the l1 norm is used for
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the regularization term. Its geometric meaning is explained by
Theorem 2. Besides, the l1 norm does not severely penalize
large local gradients in general, thus allowing for sharp edges
in the restored image (the l2 norm results in gradual intensity
transition across edges).
The objective function is optimized by the steepest descent
algorithm. Denoting by pre and ps the gradients of the first
and second term in Eqn. 11, we obtain the following iteration
I t+1 = I t − β(pre + ps ),

(12)

where

pre = (I t ∗ G) ↓ −I l ↑ ∗G,
(13)
X


wk {sgn I t − Dek I t − Dek sgn I t − Dek I t },
ps = λ
1≤k≤nG

(14)
β is the descent step size and ↑ denotes the up-sampling
operator. pre is similar to the updating function of the backprojection [4] method, except that the back-projection kernel is
the same as the blur filter. Dek is the displacement operator,
which translates the entire image by ek (an integer valued
vector defined in Sec. III-A), and sgn is the sign indication
function. ps is the derivative of the soft cut metric defined by
Eqn. 6. In fact, each term in Eqn. 6 will produce a (+wk ) or
(−wk ) change for the two corresponding pixels. This updating
strategy is the same as in [9]. In our experiments, I 0 is equal
to the bicubic interpolation result.
B. Color edge SR by SoftCuts
For natural color image SR, a naive solution is to apply
the above single channel SR algorithm to all three color
channels independently. However, this approach tends to fail
for a couple of reasons. First, the SoftCuts method is sensitive
to the value of λ. The selection of this parameter is related to
the local edge properties. Some edge strength normalization
mechanism is needed to make possible a unified treatment
for all edges. Second, in order to determine the exact edge
position, information from all three color channels is required.
Decisions made on each channel separately might be erroneous
and inconsistent.
To address the above issues for color image superresolution, in this section, we propose to super-resolve color
edges by super-resolving its α channel.
Assume that an LR image edge Il can be decomposed as
l
I = αl Fl + (1 − αl )Bl . Based on the local smoothness
assumption of Fl and Bl mentioned before, it is easy to see
that super-resolving the edge Il can be achieved by superresolving its α channel αl . Thus the image super-resolution
can be performed by processing each image edge separately.
To be more specific, for each edge, we first perform alpha
matting to a nearby region Il , to obtain αl , Fl , and Bl .
Then their HR counterparts αh , Fh , and Bh can be recovered
accordingly from them. Recovering αh from αl = (αh ∗G) ↓ is
exactly the single channel SR problem discussed in Sec. V-A,
while Fh and Bh can be interpolated using for example the
bicubic method given their down-sampled versions due to the
smoothness assumption.

Figure 5 illustrates the idea of α-channel SR for one image
edge. The LR patch is decomposed into two image patches and
an LR α channel. Fig. 5(e) shows the recovered HR α channel
by the proposed SoftCuts method. Combining the images in
Fig. 5(b)(c)(e) using Eqn. 8 will produce the sharp and smooth
edge, shown in Fig. 5(f).
The SoftCuts edge SR method has the following benefits.
First, with α-channel edge description, each edge is normalized to a unified scale. The same value of λ is applied to
super-resolve the α-channel descriptions of all edges, thus the
problem of parameter selection for the SoftCuts method can
be avoided. The underlying rationale is that we want to apply
equal weights to all level lines over the α channel of different
edges. Besides, the alpha matting technique can extract an
edge by combining color information from all three channels,
thus more precise results can be obtained.
However, applying this edge SR method on an entire
color image is not easy [28]. It heavily relies on successful
extraction of image edges for the low resolution input image.
In addition, to enable edge decomposition by alpha matting,
hard constraints for foreground and background pixels need
to be automatically specified, which is also quite challenging,
and sometimes even impossible.
C. Adaptive SoftCuts for color image SR
In this section, based on the α-channel image description,
an adaptive method is proposed to overcome the difficulties
of applying the α-channel super-resolution strategy mentioned
above. Based on that, the entire image can be super-resolved
in a unified way by implicitly processing all image edges
simultaneously.
We start by considering an image edge, and rewriting Eqn. 8
as follows
Bc
1
Ic − c
,
(15)
α= c
c
F −B
F − Bc
where c ∈ {r, g, b} is the index for the color channels, and
the RGB color space is used in this work. The subscript p
in Eqn. 8 is omitted for simplicity. For a single image edge,
the assumption is made that both F and B are locally smooth
(Please refer to Sec. IV for more details). Thus, Eqn. 15 shows
that the α-channel edge description is a linear function of the
1
original image intensity, with scaling factor F c −B
c , and an
Bc
approximately constant shift F c −B c . This also explains how
the edge information is preserved in the α-channel, and why
the α-channel is a normalized description of the image edge.
F c −B c in the denominator serves as the normalization factor.
More importantly, from Eqn. 15, we have that the following
equation holds locally:
|α|G =

|F c

1
|I c |G ,
− Bc|

(16)

where |α|G and |I c |G are the SoftCuts terms defined by
Eqn. 6 on the α-channel and the single color channel, and the
constant term is removed due to the smoothness assumption.
Eqn. 16 suggests a locally adaptive strategy for applying the
SoftCuts regularization term to the entire image instead of a
single edge. More specifically, for different edges, applying the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 5. An example of α-channel edge SR, (a) LR input and the edge needed to be processed, (b) (c) F and B on two sides of this edge segment, (d) LR
α channel, (e) HR α channel using SoftCuts, (f) Smooth edge generated with matting equation (Eqn 8).

1
edge adaptation factor |F c −B
c | onto the color channel c can
normalize the different edges to the α-channel, which always
has a fixed contrast value of 1, instead of a large number
of possible values in the original color channels. Thus by
applying this adaptation scheme, the same weights are placed
on the soft edge smoothness prior for different edges, i.e., the
smoothness measures of all the level lines on the α channel
are equally weighted.
Now we consider the entire input image with its multiple
layer decomposition defined in Eqn. 9. Based on the above
discussion, for each pixel p with two non-zero components in
its α-channel image description a, the local adaptive factor on
the color channel c is
1
µcp = c
,
(17)
|Li,p − Lcj,p |

where i and j are the layer indices for those two nonzeros components. Since the alpha matting technique does
not provide a solution for image layers Li , alternatively, from
Eqn. 16, we use the following equation as an estimator of the
above adaptive factor
|∇ap |∞

µcp = q

,

(18)

|∇Ipc |2 + γ

where γ is a small positive number to avoid numerical problems, | · |∞ is the l∞ norm, which returns the largest absolute
value of the α-channel gradient among all layers. Since most
pixels do have one or two non-zero α components [7], the
above normalization factor can successfully normalize most
part of the image in the same way as in Eqn. 16, and also gives
reasonable results for other parts, as shown in the experiments.
Due to the smoothness assumption of image layers, µc should
also be smooth. To suppress image noise, in practice, we
convolve the weight map given by Eqn. 18 with a Gaussian
kernel (σ = 1.8 in our experiments). Please notice that given
an LR input image, the resulting alpha description is also
in LR. The LR adaptive factor obtained by Eqn. 18 is then
up-sampled with bicubic interpolation to get the HR adaptive
factor. Here, bicubic interpolation does not introduce artifacts
due to the smoothness property of the adaptive factor. Besides,
since different sampling rates do not change the value of the
RHS of Eqn. 18 at the same position, so we do not need to
scale the value during up-sampling.

Input LR image Il and the scaling factor s.
Output HR image Ih
1) Decompose Il by using the spectral matting algorithm [7] to get its α-channel image description.
2) Compute the LR adaptive factor based on Eqn. 18
for each pixel in each color channel.
3) Compute the HR adaptive factor by up-sampling with
the bicubic interpolation and the scaling factor s.
4) For each color channel, optimize the adaptive SoftCuts objective function in Eqn. 20, to obtain the high
resolution result Ih .
Fig. 6.

Adaptive SoftCuts algorithm for color image super-resolution.

Finally, the adaptive SoftCuts regularization term for color
channel c ∈ {r, g, b} is defined as follows
X

|I c |0G =
wpq µpq |Ipc − Iqc | ,
(19)
(p,q)∈N


where µpq = 12 µcp +µcq , and µcp and µcq are the local adaptive
factors defined in Eqn. 18. The final objective function for
adaptive SoftCuts on each channel c is

I h,c = arg min
||I l,c − (I c ∗ G) ↓ ||22 + λ|I c |0G .
(20)
c
I

Similar iterative method as in Sec. V-A is applied for optimization.
The entire algorithm is summarized in Fig. 6. Applying the
adaptive SoftCuts regularization term to each color channel
provides a unified solution by processing all image edges
simultaneously. The reliance on the success of the edge
extraction algorithms and hard constraint selection for matting
are avoided. The benefits, however, of performing SR with the
α-channel edge description is still materialized.
VI. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we first present the SR results of applying
SoftCuts on single channel to demonstrate its ability to generate smooth edges, and then show the results by using the
adaptive SoftCuts method for single color image SR.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7. (a) LR input image, (b), (c), (d) are the SR results (×3) with soft
edge smoothness prior when nG = 2, 4, 12 respectively (λ = 0.01).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 10. SR results (×3) with soft edge smoothness prior; 1st column: LR
inputs; 2nd column: SR results (λ = 0.01, nG = 12); 3rd column: bicubic
interpolation.

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 8. Comparison of SR results by soft edge smoothness prior with different
parameters (×3), (a) LR input image (20 × 20), (b) λ = 0.01, nG = 12, (c)
λ = 0.001, nG = 12, (d) bicubic interpolation, (e) λ = 0.01, nG = 2, (f)
λ = 0.1, nG = 12.

A. Single channel SR by SoftCuts
Figure 7 shows a proof-of-concept experiment, illustrating
the necessity of using higher order neighborhood. Jaggy effects
can be observed for small nG , especially in (b) for a 4neighborhood system. There are some 45o artifacts in (c), since
8-neighborhood system is used for it. The soft edge is much
smoother in (d) with nG = 12.
Figure 8 shows the result comparison of different parameter
settings with an LR icon image (icon image SR is also studied
in [18]). Larger nG is applied in (b) than in (e), thus smoother
edges are produced. In (c), a smaller λ is used than in (b), thus
a smaller weight is placed on the smoothness prior. This makes
the result look over-sharpened on high contrast edges, while
a better result is obtained in other parts (such as the foot). In
(f), a larger λ is used than in (b), the edge smoothness prior is
over-weighted. All boundaries are very smooth, but the result
is very blurry.
The effect of the parameters can be summarized as follows:
(1) a larger nG will produce smoother boundaries, and is also
more computational expensive. In all of the later experiments,
nG is set equal to 12, with the neighborhood system shown in
Fig. 2. (2) The value of λ is critical. As revealed by Eqn. 18,
the desirable weight should consider both image gradient and
α-channel gradient. Besides, the filter G in the generation
model (Eqn. 10) also influences the quality of the result.
However, estimating G is beyond the scope of this paper. We
fix it as a Gaussian filter with σ = 1.4 throughout this paper.
Figure 9 shows an example of how each term in the
objective function (in Eqn 11) changes during the iteration
(Eqn. 12). In the first several steps (about 20 in this example),

Fig. 11. Visualization of the adaptation weight. From left to right: one LR
color channel, LR adaptation weights for this channel (large values of weights
are represented by brighter intensity value), color LR input image, and result
of the proposed adaptive SoftCuts method.

the change of the reconstruction error dominates, and the Soft
cut metric may increase. After that, although the reconstruction
error can hardly be further reduced, the result still looks jaggy
as shown in (e). The Soft cut metric is further reduced by the
iteration, and results in the final result with smooth and sharp
edges in (h).
Additional results are shown in Fig. 10. The resulting edges
are smooth and with sharp transitions, even when the quality
of the LR input images is very low. However, for natural color
images like the one in the third row of Fig. 10, although much
smoother edges are obtained, the image looks unnatural. Some
subtle edges are smoothed out. As discussed, the reason is that
it is difficult, or even impossible, to find a single value of λ to
address all edges in an image. That is why we need to work
on the α channel to normalize different edges, and further
develop the proposed adaptive SoftCuts method.
B. Adaptive SoftCuts for color image SR
Figure 11 displays the adaptation weights for one color
channel. Heavier weights are placed on low contrast edges
(e.g., those in the regions of the hat and nose), and smaller
weights are placed on high contrast edges. Thus the influence
of the smoothness prior on different edges is balanced. Please
also notice that a zero weight is assigned to smooth regions,
thus some subtle image fluctuation in those regions could still
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37

19

17

16

15

36

Total value

18

Soft cut metric

Reconstruction error

19

18

17

16
0

50

100
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0

# Iteration

(d)

50

100

150

200

0

(f)

50

100

150

200

# Iteration

(c) ||I l − (I ∗ G) ↓ ||22 + λ|I|G

(b) λ|I|G

(e)

34

33

# Iteration

(a) ||I l − (I ∗ G) ↓ ||22

35

(g)

(h)

Fig. 9. An example of the iterative optimization process in Sec. V-A. The value of the reconstruction error, the Soft cut metric, and the entire objective
function during the iteration process are plotted in (a), (b), and (c) respectively. The LR input image is shown in (d), and the result after 20, 40, 60, and 200
iterations are shown in (e), (f), (g), and (h) respectively.

Fig. 12. Matting components extracted by the spectral matting algorithm.
The original image is shown in Fig. 11.

be present. This makes the result look much more natural
than the result with the non-adaptive SoftCuts method shown
in Fig. 10. The intermediate result from the spectral matting
decomposition is shown in Figure 12, where the image edge
information is clearly extracted.
Figure 13 shows an example for comparison with other
widely used algorithms, including bicubic interpolation, bicubic followed by unsharp masking (Photoshop), and the backprojection method in [4]. Figure 14 shows a zoomed in image
patch. Blurry edges can be observed with the result of bicubic
interpolation. The unsharp masking (a large radius of 10, is
used to better improve the image contrast) method and the
back-projection method can increase the image contrast, but
the results still look jaggy. Both blurry and jaggy artifacts
are successfully removed by the proposed adaptive SoftCuts
method, even for very fine image structures.
Figure 15 compares the proposed method with an exemplarbased algorithm [21]. The existing exemplar-based methods
can produce very sharp edges, but rely heavily on effective
training data. Compared with it, smoother boundaries can be
archived by our method, thus making the result look natural.
Figure 16 shows a zoomed in patch to better illustrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method. The image boundaries
of our result are both smooth and with sharp transitions at the
same time.
Figure 17 compares the proposed method with some existing commercial / free softwares designed specifically for

image resizing, including IrfanView [40] Lanczos Interpolator,
VSO [41] Image Resizer, Genuine Fractals 5.0 [42], and
PhotoZoom Pro 2 [43]. A close-up view is also shown. Image
edges in our result looks smooth, sharp, and natural.
Additional results are shown in Fig. 18 1 . Various images
are tested, and visually appealing results are obtained by the
adaptive SoftCuts algorithm. Please notice that the same set
of parameters are applied for all of these images, except that
the weight of the regularization term λ is set equal to 0.01
for natural images, and 0.02 for graphic images. The reason
is that the graphic images usually have much smoother edges,
thus a larger weight should be placed on the regularization.
Quantitatively, the RMS error (root-of-mean-square error)
for bicubic interpolation, back-projection, and the proposed
SoftCuts method is shown in Table I. The back-projection
method [4] is effective in reducing the RMS error by enforcing
the reconstruction constraint. The RMS error for our algorithm
is roughly the same as the back-projection method, since a
similar reconstruction constraint is enforced. However, the
back-projection algorithm aims at minimizing only the data
fidelity term, which is reflected in the RMS error. Therefore, in
certain cases, the back-projection algorithm results in a smaller
RMS error, although the visual quality of the results is not as
good as the one provided by the proposed algorithm. Due to
the additional soft edge smoothness prior, some improvement
is observed for images with smooth and sharp edges, such
as Zebra, Fonts, and Mickey. The ERMS (edge RMS) errors
are also presented, since image edges are more important for
visual perception. Similar observation can be made with the
ERMS error.
For complexity, we run our experiments on a PIV3.4G PC
with 1G RAM by Matlab implementation. For an LR input
image of size 107 × 160 pixels, the spectral matting algorithm
for image decomposition takes 120 seconds, and the adaptive
SoftCuts method takes 35 seconds for 30 iterations.
1 More

on http://vision.eecs.northwestern.edu/research/IP/SR/index.html.
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TABLE I
E RROR COMPARISON FOR BICUBIC INTERPOLATION , BACK - PROJECTION [4], AND THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM ( FOR EACH
THE FIRST IS THE RMS ERROR , THE SECOND IS THE ERMS ERROR ).

Lena
9.14 17.99
7.52 11.87
7.88 12.73

Bicubic
BP [4]
Ours

Boy
10.12 14.92
9.36 12.99
9.54 13.41

Zebra
9.59 29.82
7.99 19.48
7.62 19.97

Monarch
9.43 32.60
7.65 17.93
7.64 18.53

Peppers
9.44 18.25
8.69 12.95
8.70 12.88

resulting in
X
i

|li |G

=

BOX WITH TWO NUMBERS ,

Fonts
12.47 66.85
11.10 53.78
8.71 45.50

X

wk

X


n · |Spd − Sqd |

Nk

k

= n·

Mickey
9.74 29.89
9.87 27.08
9.28 26.30

X

wk

X


|Spd − Sqd |

Nk

k
d

= n · |S |G (from Eqn. 6).
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 15. Comparison results with exemplar-based methods (×4): (a) LR
input, (b) result in [21], (c) result of the proposed method.

Thus from Theorem 1, we have
1X
1X
|li |G →
|li |E .
|S d |G =
n i
n i
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 16. A close-up view of the comparison results in Fig. 15: (a) LR input,
(b) result in [21], (c) result of the proposed method. The selected image patch
is highlighted in Fig. 15(b) by a blue box.

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel single image super-resolution algorithm is proposed. A soft edge smoothness measure is defined
on a large neighborhood system, which is an approximation
of the average length of all level lines in the image. To
extend this method to natural color image SR, an adaptive
SoftCuts method is proposed based on a novel α-channel
image description. It enables a unified treatment of edges with
different contrasts on the α channel. Promising results for a
large variety of images are obtained by this algorithm.
A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2
From Eqn. 5, we have
X
X

|li |G =
wk
|χlpi − χlqi | ,
Nk

k

thus
X

|li |G

=

XX

=

X

i

i

k

wk

wk


|χlpi − χlqi |

N

k
XX

Nk

k

X


|χlpi − χlqi | ,

i

and
X

|χlpi − χlqi | =

#{i | χlpi 6= χlqi }

i

= n · |Spd − Sqd |,
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 14. A close-up view of the comparison results in Fig. 13: (a) LR input, (b) bicubic, (c) bicubic followed by unsharp masking, (d) back-projection [4],
(e) proposed method. The selected image patch is highlighted in Fig. 13(b) by a blue box.

Fig. 17.

(a) LR input image

(b) IrfanView Lanczos Interpolation

(c) VSO Image Resizer

(d) Genuine Fractals 5.0

(e) PhotoZoom Pro 2

(f) Our result

Comparison with some existing commercial / free softwares designed specifically for image resizing.
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